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ABSTRACT

As the size of the micro-array disease databases increase, finding an essential 
feature set for the classification problem is complex due to the large data size and 
sparsity problems. Traditional feature subset models are based on static clustering 
and classification models due to the fixed sized dimensions cluster-based disease 
prediction process. Sparsity, missing values, and imbalance are the major issues that 
affect the selection of essential feature clusters for data classification process. In this 
chapter, a hybrid cluster-based Bayesian probability estimation model is proposed in 
order to predict the disease class label on high dimensional databases. The proposed 
cluster-based classification model selects optimal clusters for feature ranking and 
classification problems to improve the true positive rate and accuracy. Experimental 
results are simulated on different training datasets for accuracy prediction. The 
results proved that the gene-disease-based patterns have better optimization than 
the conventional methods in terms of statistical metrics and classification models.
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INTRODUCTION

As the size of the microarray datasets is growing day by day, finding a significant 
feature in the large feature space have become highly complicated because of data size 
and sparsity issues (Nagpal, 2018). Feature ranking of Microarray and classification 
is the main difficulties to technical and biomedical researchers because of its high 
dimensional feature space and restricted samples. Each microarray contains many 
identical DNA molecules that are used to identify a specific gene-related disease 
(X. H. Han, 2019). Microarrays are available in a wide variety of technologies. 
Microarrays are most commonly used to quantify mRNAs transcribed by various 
genes and different encoding proteins. Many cell types extract RNA and convert it 
into CDNA or cRNA, preferably one cell type.

RtPCR should upgrade copies. Fluorescent tags are added enzymatically within 
a cDNA/cRNA sequence or can be affixed to a further DNA strand, chemically 
or in a second. DNA’s knowledge microarray processes give thousands of genes 
under several experimental gene expression levels. (S. Sayed, 2018) Proposed 
analysing the data on DNA microarray expression as a powerful tool for biological 
mechanisms study and developing predictive and prognostic categorisers to identify 
the patients who need treatment and the best treatment applicants. In (M. Sun, 2019), 
examining the data obtained through the microscope technology was very practical 
to understand how the genetic information turns into practical genetic products. 
Such a biclustering examination can determine a collection of genes under a set 
of provisional conditions. (M. Daoud, 2019) Proposed a method for classifying 
trajectories in road networks for discriminative patterns. By analysing the conduct 
of road trajectories, they found that the order of these visited locations was essential 
to improving classification accuracy, apart from the locations they had visited. This 
method challenged sequential patterns on the analysis feature as they retained order 
information to be good applicants.

The successful diagnosis and treatment of cancer needed to be properly identified 
and classified as cancer types. Certain gene expression analysis using a built-in 
CMOS microarray showed a successful diagnosis of time-resolved fluorescence. 
(Halder, 2019) Have likewise submitted OpenFlyData to the Drosophila Melanogaster 
exemplary web data that integrates gene expression data. Combining heterogeneous 
data across distributed sources is an important requirement for silicon-bioinformatics 
to support translational research. One of the major drawbacks in cancer data sets 
class discovery is that the cancer gene expression profiles contained many genes and 
lots of noisy genes. Reduce the effect of noisy genes on the expression profile of 
cancer genes. The two new consensus frameworks for gene-expression profile cancer 
discovery have been suggested by Zhiwen Y and others, namely triple spectral clusters 
(SC3) and dual spectral clusters (SC2 N cut). Although Mining Discriminatory paths 
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